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[image: Discover how Teradata's Trusted AI can help you make better decisions every day.]

    


            

        

        
            






        Make better decisions with Trusted AI
        

        Discover how your organization can deliver value at scale every day.

        
                Learn more
        





    


        

    

    



        
            
                
                    





        The complete cloud analytics and data platform

        Harmonized data and trusted AI/ML for all
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        lock_open
        Unlock data

        Empower everyone across the organization to innovate faster by easily unifying and harmonizing all your data.



    







        analytics
        Activate analytics

        Transform your data into insights that drive breakthroughs again and again with powerful, integrated AI and cloud analytics.



    







        show_chart
        Accelerate value

        Fuel your most valuable growth opportunities with AI/ML innovation and cost-effective cloud-native technology that scales elastically.



    


            

        

    



        
            
                
                    





        Who we help

        Making cloud analytics and data perform better for you


    


                

            

        


    	Business leaders
	Data leaders
	Analytics leaders
	Data scientists
	Data engineers
	Developers


    
                
                    
                        
                            




    Drive more performance, innovation, and cost efficiency

    
        	Improve resource management
	Activate data-driven decision-making
	Innovate across the enterprise


    







    How we help business leaders



    


    


                        

                        
                            
                                







[image: Business Leader - Drive breakthrough growth with data-driven decisions]

    


                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            




    Simplify and modernize your technology stack

    
        	Connect everything
	Enable flexibility
	Streamline governance
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[image: Data Leaders -  Drive more innovation and performance from your data with the power and flexibility of Teradata VantageCloud.]

    


                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            




    Unlock infinite opportunities from your data universe

    
        	Unlock insights 
	Improve predictions
	Reduce time to value


    







    How we help analytics leaders



    


    


                        

                        
                            
                                







[image: Analytics Leader - Unlock insights, improve predictions, and reduce time to value with the world’s most powerful analytics platform]

    


                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            




    Innovate with unlimited intelligence

    
        	Use your tools of choice
	Simplify your AI operations
	Innovate with zero data movement


    







    How we help data scientists



    


    


                        

                        
                            
                                







[image: Data Scientists - Reveal insights and solve complex problems with the unmatched speed and power of Teradata VantageCloud and ClearScape Analytics™]

    


                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            




    Deliver harmonized data for all

    
        	Control costs 
	Improve access
	Simplify data management


    







    How we help data engineers



    


    


                        

                        
                            
                                







[image: Engineers - Empower your enterprise to thrive with data systems that fuel breakthrough insights, again and again]

    


                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            




    Discover a better way to build amazing things

    
        	Power AI innovation 
	Enjoy easier collaboration 
	Develop solutions faster


    







    How we help developers



    


    


                        

                        
                            
                                







[image: Developers - Build breakthrough AI/ML solutions on Teradata VantageCloud, the industry’s leading cloud analytics and data platform]

    


                            

                        

                    

                

    


    


        
            
                
                    





        Success stories

        Leading companies innovate with Teradata


    


                

            

        

    
        







    


    



    
        






        
            
                
                    





        Cloud analytics partners

        Better together: Grow your business with our extensive partner community

    Discover greater possibilities with our network of over 100 partners. Get the unmatched expertise you need to cultivate your best cloud analytics solution.







    See all our partners
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                                        Google Cloud
                                        Together forever
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                                        Accenture
                                        Turning information into intelligence
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                                        Dataiku
                                        Collaborative data science platform
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                                        Dell Technologies
                                        Cloud and on-prem infrastructure
                                    
                                
                            

                        
                    
                

            

        


    


    


    






    
        
            
                







[image: See why Gartner ranked us #1 in the Critical Capabilities report for Logical Data Warehouse and Traditional Data Warehouse use cases—again.]

    


            

        

        
            




    Drive faster innovation with Teradata AI Unlimited

    
        The serverless AI/ML engine to help you uncover more opportunities, more cost-effectively—now in private preview with Microsoft and AWS.
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        Insights

        Your next breakthrough awaits


    


                

            

        

    
        




        
            
                    
                        
                            
                                    
                                        [image: Discover a better way to accelerate Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning]
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                                        Discover a better way to accelerate Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning
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                                            Webinar
                                        Accelerating AI and ML at Enterprise Scale

                                    
                                

                            
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                    
                                        [image: How supply chain analytics keeps processes and products moving]
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                                        How supply chain analytics keeps processes and products moving

                                    
                                

                            
                        
                    

            

        


    

    


    



    
        





    Discover more insights



    


    






    
        
            
                




    
        
    


    


            

        

        
            




    Build your future faster today with Teradata VantageCloud

    
        	Accelerate insights and value with harmonized data
	Delight customers with more relevant experiences
	Deliver more breakthroughs with effortless AI


    







    Get a demo
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